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About DJ Turfcare
DJ Turfcare is a family business owned by me - David
Jenkins - and my family. I firmly believe that the qualities
of care, dedication and ethics, intrinsic in a private concern,
combine to offer our customers a high level of service. This
together with our desire to enhance our environment is the
cornerstone of our company.
David Jenkins

Barbara Jarman

Stephen Parry

I have been involved in the turf industry for more than 40
years. This time has enabled me to take up opportunities like
working with Viano for whom we are the sole UK agent and
distributor. Viano have a wide range of organic and organic
based fertilisers. By working closely with Viano we have been
able to build up a growing awareness that using organic based
fertilisers to feed lawns not only provides the best results but
also enhances the environment. This fact has been recognised
by the RHS who have endorsed many of our products.
Here at Dunsfold we have assembled a range of top-class
products outlined in this brochure which explains just what
they can do for you. I do hope that by using them you will be
able to have an excellent lawn for you and your family to enjoy.
Barbara Jarman is in charge of administration and is an
integral part of the service we provide. Having worked in the
industry for over 20 years, and having met many customers at
trade shows, she has a depth of experience which makes her
ideally qualified to deliver our high level of customer service.
We use DHL carriers for most of our deliveries and try to make
sure that orders are delivered within three to seven days.
Stephen Parry looks after the sales accounts throughout the
UK. Having worked in the industry for the last 40 years, dealing
with amenity and retail accounts, he has built up a wealth of
knowledge on turf associated treatments that are available to
retailers. He fully appreciates the training needs required by
retailers and the best way this can be delivered.
We are extremely proud to offer Viano’s many unique
products that solve consumers lawncare issues in a safe and
natural way that works in harmony with nature.
I hope you enjoy reading our brochure.
Best regards

David Jenkins
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The late

Eddie Seaward

MBE, NDT

Past Head Groundsman, All England Lawn Tennis Club,
Wimbledon.
Past Patron Institute of Groundsmanship.
Past Patron Land Drainage Contractors Association.
Throughout the whole of my life I have enjoyed working
with nature and I have always wanted to enhance the
world in which I live, particularly in the course of my work.
It is good to see attitudes changing towards organic
products and methods.
Organic fertilisers which contain soil friendly microbes
can, and do, play a large part in this and it is here that
Viano makes a major contribution. Their fertilisers are
not only organic and enhance the soil, but they are
manufactured using solar energy and are available in the
UK from DJ Turfcare.
I have tested their products and find that they really
do what it says on the tin, so I have no hesitation in
recommending their use.
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MO Bacter
MO Bacter - the organic based fertiliser for
lawns (which also removes moss).
MO Bacter is an organic based fertiliser which will feed your
lawn for 100 days, destroys moss without turning it black and
removes the need of raking out the dead moss.

Raking
out your
moss is now
a thing
of the past!
Active bacteria
transforms dead
moss into feed
No raking out

MO Bacter is not a moss killer in the sense that it does not
contain any chemicals. It destroys moss by indirect action.
That is the moss over feeds on the potash in the fertiliser and
because it has a low tolerance of salts it dies. When it dies
it will not go black but turns a gentle brown which quickly
disappears.
MO Bacter contains a very safe bacteria called Bacillus sp.
which is found normally in the soil. This Bacillus digests dead
organic matter and converts it into plant food. Some of the
dead moss will be removed during normal mowing the rest
will fall back into the thatch layer where it is consumed by the
Bacillus removing the need for raking out.
Most other moss killers rely on sulphate of iron to control
moss. Sulphate of iron is a contact killer and does not destroy
the entire plant where as MO Bacter destroys the moss plant
completely. MO Bacter stimulates fresh grass growth which
will help to fill in the areas where moss has been removed.

Safe for children
and pets

As MO Bacter contains no harmful chemicals you can over
seed about 4 weeks after applying it to fill in any bare patches.

No black mess
or staining
100 Days of
lawn feed

Remember to scratch up the soil before seeding and put
a thin layer of soil over the top of the seed to help retain
moisture. Try to keep birds away particularly in the Spring
when they are busy feeding their young.
MO Bacter is organic based and if applied correctly it will
not scorch the lawn even if it does not rain after application.
Having said this MO Bacter does require wetting before it
becomes active.

An RHS endorsed product
20kg treats up to 200m2 depending on local conditions.
Available in 4kg, 10kg and 20kg.
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Composition: NPK 5-5-20 (+3MgO) plus Bacillus sp
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Lawn Boost
Lawn Boost - the organic based fertiliser
for lawns (with no moss).

For healthy
growth, and
good colour.
A pick me
up from
win ter
stress.
Greens and
thickens your
lawn in days
Produces good
drought resistance

Lawn Boost is an organic
based long lasting fertiliser
with added magnesium
and iron which gives good
strong green colour. It
stimulates healthy growth
and helps to protect the
grass against disease and
drought.
Lawn Boost is the ideal
treatment to give your
lawn a quick start after the
winter weather and to keep
it healthy throughout the
growing season.
Being organic based it will
not scorch your lawn when
applied correctly even if
it does not rain. However,
it does require rain or
irrigation to activate it so
water if it has not rained for
a week.

Will feed your
lawn for 100 days
Safe for children
and pets
Natural occurring
bacteria converts
thatch into plant
food
An RHS endorsed product
10kg treats up to 200m 2 depending on local conditions.
Available in 10kg.
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Composition: NPK 16-3-8 (+2MgO)+1Fe plus Bacillus sp

For full details of our comprehensive product range visit www.djturfcare.co.uk today.
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BIO-Lime
BIO-Lime raises the pH level in lawns
and prevents moss encroachment.
BIO-Lime is a product that will help to keep your lawn soil
sweet. Over time our lawns become acidic due to normal
mowing, plant activity and acid rain. As this happens the pH
is reduced i.e. it becomes more acid and sour.

Con tains
bac teria
which
digests
the tha tch
within the
lawn.
BIO-Lime is in
coated pellet
form
Makes acidic
lawns healthy
Healthy bacteria
digests the dead
material in your
lawn
Magnesium for
extra green grass

Sour soils become stagnant, oxygen is lost, the grass
struggles to take up nutrients whilst moss finds this to be the
ideal environment to thrive.
BIO-Lime will raise the pH levels, counter-acting the acidity
in the soil and creating a healthy growing environment where
grass can take up the nutrients and out-compete any moss
encroachment.
BIO-Lime can be used at almost anytime although it is best
used in the Autumn, Winter or Spring.
BIO-Lime contains a naturally occurring bacteria called
Bacillus sp which digests thatch as long as the soil
temperature is above 5 degrees centigrade, helping to keep
the area around the base of the grass plant healthy.
BIO-Lime contains Magnesium which is particularly
important during the Winter period as it helps to keep the
grass green when it would normally go off colour.
BIO-Lime is safe for children and pets but like all fertilisers
pets should not eat it. It is perfectly safe to add grass
clippings to the compost heap.
BIO-Lime is in coated pellet form (not powder) which makes
it easy to apply using a standard spreader or by hand in which
case we would recommend wearing gloves.
If it spreads onto flowerbeds it will not harm the plants,
although care must be taken to ensure that it is not applied
near Ericaceous plants or shrubs.

Easy to use
An RHS endorsed product
20kg treats up to 400m2 depending on local conditions.
Available in 5kg and 20kg.
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Composition: Granulated calcium carbonate (+5MgO) plus Bacillus sp.
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Autumn Lawn Treatment
Autumn Lawn Treatment for Autumn
recovery, Winter defence and Spring health.

I mproves
nu trien t
up take in
stressed
conditions.
Destroys moss
by indirect action
Greens, thickens
and strengthens
the grass

Autumn Lawn Treatment
is an organic based long
lasting fertiliser with added
Humifirst. Stimulates root
growth and prepares the
grass against adverse
conditions such as stress,
waterlogging, snow or
scarification giving your lawn
the best start in the Spring.

Autumn

The granular formula is best
applied using a wheeled
spreader or evenly by hand.
An ideal treatment for moss,
contains a high potash
content and the moss dies
by indirect action. Added
Magnesium will strengthen
the grass and ensure a
strong green colour.

Winter

Intensive feed for
up to 100 days
Safe for children
and pets
Humifirst
stimulates
stronger roots

Spring

An RHS endorsed product
10kg treats up to 200m2 depending on local conditions.
Available in 10kg.
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Composition: NPK 6–6–16 (+2MgO) plus Humifirst

For full details of our comprehensive product range visit www.djturfcare.co.uk today.
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Recovery
Recovery restores your stressed lawn
from root to leaf.
Recovery is the product to use if your lawn has been under
stress either due to drought, flooding, hard play, neglect,
scarification, or a combination of these factors.

Recovery
is also
the ideal
pre-seeder!
New side shoot
growth to thicken
your lawn and fill
in bare patches
Intensive feed for
up to 100 days
Safe for children
& pets
Ideal before
seeding or when
laying turf
Use in Spring,
Summer and
Autumn
Unique Humifirst
ingredient actively
stimulates strong
roots

Recovery is organic based and contains a unique formulation
of humic and fulvic acids, which stimulate the grass roots to
take up the nutrients in the fertiliser. They also stimulate the
microorganisms which are found naturally in the soil. These
microorganisms are essential for healthy plant growth and
help to break down the fertiliser pellets and move the nutrients
through the soil to the grass roots.
Recovery produces strong healthy grass roots which are the
key to a good looking lawn.
It’s the roots that provide nourishment to the leaf and maintain
a healthy plant which will out-perform competition from moss
and weed encroachment.
Recovery will feed your lawn for 100 days. It contains both
quick release and slow release elements to maintain a healthy
green lawn with a visible improvement within 3 days and keeps
it strong during the very period that it is in high demand.
Recovery has Magnesium added which hardens off the grass
and gives it that deep green colour.
Recovery is the ideal fertiliser for pre-seeding. Spread Recovery
at a rate of 50-100 grams per square metre 7 to 10 days prior to
seeding and water in thoroughly.
Recovery is the ideal feed for newly laid turf. It can be applied
to the bare soil and raked in at an initial rate of 50-100 grams per
square metre and watered in 7 to 10 days prior to laying the turf.
After 8 weeks a maintenance rate of 50 grams per square
metre will encourage additional side shoots development and
a rich deep green colour.

An RHS endorsed product
20kg treats up to 400m2 depending on local conditions.
Available in 4kg, 10kg and 20kg.
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Composition: NPK: 8-6-13 (+3MgO) plus Humifirst
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MO Bacter INSTANT Lawn Tonic
100% organic liquid - INSTANT moss
remover for your lawn.
●

MO Bacter INSTANT will destroy moss in just 24 hours.

●

Completely safe to use on lawns used by children and pets.

●

Ideal
for spot
trea tmen t
of lawn
moss.

●

●
●

It can be applied by sprayer or watering can with a fine
rose fitted.
9 parts water needs to be added to 1 part concentrate to
make up to 20 ltrs of ready to apply product.
Can be applied straight after mowing.
Reseeding can be done once dead moss has been
removed.

An RHS endorsed product
2L treats up to 250m 2 depending on local conditions.
Available in 2L.
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Composition: NPK 1.5-0-6
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Rotary Spreader
The Viano Spreader has a 25 litre green
Hopper and is ideal for spreading fertilisers.
It is designed to be pushed at an average speed of 2.5 miles
per hour which is normal walking speed. This spreader
comes partially assembled in a cardboard carton.

...durable
construc tion
with pneuma tic
...tyres...

The Viano Spreader is made of strong and durable material
with pneumatic tyres and wheels of 30cm diameter and
will spread dry fertilisers evenly over the area to be treated.
It includes a cover and a hopper screen to break up the
crumbs.
This Spreader is not suitable for spreading powders.
The maximum spreading range is 3 – 3.5 metres.

Visit www.djturfcare.co.uk and view
the step-by-step assembly video
For full details of our comprehensive product range visit www.djturfcare.co.uk today.
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Viano
Situated in the heart of Belgium, a short distance from
Brussels, Viano manufactures a wide range of organic
and organic based fertilisers.
Viano’s vision is one of creating and manufacturing
sustainable products which will enhance the environment.
One way in which the company works with the
environment is to generate its own electric power using
solar panels on the roof of the factory.
Another is to produce fertilisers which are not only
organic by nature but also child and pet friendly.
The company was established in 1948 and since then has
built a European wide reputation, which is second to none.
As a result of substantial investment, the modern factory
produces in excess of 20,000 tons of fertiliser a year and
can produce up to 150 tons a day. The plant is run by two,
to be at the height of the season, three teams. In this way
Viano can ensure that it keeps to its production targets,
which in turn means that it is able to meet its delivery
dates and customers are never kept waiting even during
the height of the season.
Quality is another top priority. Viano only use raw
materials with consistent analysis and composition.
Every delivery of raw materials is analysed and checked
to make sure that it is correct. This continues throughout
the manufacturing process making the final product
fully traceable, certificated and registered as a premium
quality product. Internal and external laboratories are
used for these inspections. This commitment to quality
control provides Viano with a hallmark which guarantees
the high quality of the final product. A fact which is
recognised by the Royal Horticulture Society who are
pleased to endorse many of their products.
Viano’s organic fertilisers are manufactured using raw
materials like bonemeal, animal blood, soyameal, feather
meal, rock phosphate, vinasses, organic seaweed, and
hoof & horn meal. They do not contain any chemical
additions and release their nutrients gradually feeding
plants over a period of up to 100 days.
Customers considering all these factors would be
right to conclude that Viano products are good for the
environment, good for the garden and an ideal product for
them to add to their shopping list.
P10
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NORMAL
APPLICATION

MAINTENANCE
APPLICATION

15 once
15 once
15 once

Recovery
maintenance application

Universal Lawnfeed
maintenance application

BIO-Lime
maintenance application

BIO-Lime
intensive application

Universal Lawnfeed
intensive application

Recovery
intensive application

For full details of our comprehensive product range visit www.djturfcare.co.uk today.

32 twice

32 twice

32 twice

32 once

17 twice

15 once

15 once

17 once

7 once

7 once

7 once

7 once

15 once

Scotts Drop
EvenGreen

Some spreaders are more accurate than others so
for this reason we always suggest that you check the
delivery rate before applying the fertiliser.

30 once

30 once

30 once

15 once

32 once

32 once

32 once

32 once

Scotts Rotary
EasyGreen

15 once

Autumn Lawn Treatment
normal application

Lawn Boost
normal application

50gm 100gm 100gm 100gm

32 twice

50gm

18 once

50gm

MO Bacter
normal application

Apply per square metre

Viano Rotary
Green Hopper

50gm

When more than one application is made it is best to
apply the second spreading at 90 degrees to the first.
These spreader settings are for guidance only.

INTENSIVE
APPLICATION

Spreader Settings

100-150gm 50gm
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7 twice

7 twice

7 twice

7 once

7 once

7 once

7 once

7 once

7 twice

26 twice

23 twice

23 twice

26 once

23 once

23 once

23 once

23 once

23 twice

10 twice

9 twice

9 twice

10 once

9 once

9 once

9 once

9 once

9 twice

Earthway Even Vitax Precision
Spread 2000 Drop Spreader
Rotary

For full details of our comprehensive
product range and videos please visit
www.djturfcare.co.uk today.

Scotts Drop
EverGreen

How to convert your lawn into a lawn to
be proud of in 6 easy steps:
Step 1: Winter/Early Spring treatment for a low pH

use BIO-LIME

Step 2: Spring and Summer without moss in lawn

use LAWN BOOST

Step 2a: Spring and Summer with moss in lawn

use MO BACTER

Step 3: During the growing season feed every 100 days (3 months) use LAWN BOOST
Step 3a: For use 7 days before sowing new lawns or turfing
Step 4: Throughout the growing season for lawns with moss
Step 5: For a lawn after scarification, hard play or drought
Step 6: Autumn preparation for the Winter

use RECOVERY
use MO BACTER
use RECOVERY

use AUTUMN LAWN TREATMENT

Products all RHS endorsed

“Using RHS endorsed products you can buy and use with confidence”

The Orchard • Chiddingfold Road • Dunsfold • Nr Godalming • Surrey • GU8 4PB.
Tel: 01483 200976 • sales@djturfcare.co.uk • www.djturfcare.co.uk

